
The Nomad 

 

The wind is the only standard of freedom left to exceed, and when your horse is at full gallop beneath 

you, that’s as close as mortals get. 

 
Inherent—Horse Lord 

 Your horse has a symbiosis with you. When mounted or leading the horse, you and the horse can shift 

health; if you are wounded, the horse can give up one or two wounds to heal you, and you can give up 

wounds to heal the horse. This takes a focus action, or costs an Awesome Point per wound. 

 
Limitation—Close to the Horses 

 You are bow-legged, you smell like horses and greasy campfires, and you have little in the way of 

civilization and table manners.  

 

Signature Items: A bridle you made yourself, and a distinctive saddle. Starting Coin: 3d10 copper. 

 

Available Talents 

 

 Horse Whisperer.* Constant. Befriend the horse as a focus action. Then, you can get the horse to do 

anything you want the horse to do. If the DM wants the horse to behave differently, or face unusual 

challenges, the DM can feed the bowl 1 Awesome Point for every 3 difficulty on the roll (giving you 

half the Awesome Points), and the character can control the horse with either Commitment or Charm. 

 

 Horsemaster.* Constant. As a free action, move around on horseback to face any direction, hang 

down on the side, mount, dismount, stand up, transfer horses, or whatever. If the DM calls for a roll 

for an unusual circumstance, the DM must feed the bowl 1 Awesome Point for every 3 difficulty on 

the test. 

 

 Mounted Symbiosis.* Constant. You can spend Awesome Points for your horse to succeed at 

difficult tasks, as long as you are in the same arena. This can involve getting around obstacles 

(jumping fences or chasms) and also increasing or reducing damage. 

 

 Stunt Rider.* Constant. Add your Brawn or Daring to the roll to stay mounted. Take 1 less wound 

from falling damage when unhorsed. 

 

 Ultimate Obedience.** Constant. Any Awesome Points the DM spends to create a difficulty for a 

mounted task go straight to you. 

 


